Focused-ion-beam milling is used to fabricate nanostencil masks suitable for the fabrication of magnetic nanostructures relevant for spin transfer torque studies. Nanostencil masks are used to define the device dimensions prior to the growth of the thin film stack. They consist of a wet etch resistant top layer and an insulator on top of a prepatterned bottom electrode. The insulator supports a hard mask and gives rise to an undercut by its selective etching. The approach is demonstrated by fabricating current perpendicular to the plane Co/ Cu/ Co nanopillar junctions, which exhibit current induced magnetization dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years focused-ion-beam ͑FIB͒ milling has been increasingly used to fabricate magnetic nanostructures. The versatility of resist-free FIB patterning allows the fabrication of a wide variety of nanostructures in the sub-100-nm size range. 1, 2 Most approaches utilize FIB milling as a subtractive method. The desired device structure is cut out of a ferromagnetic thin film, thus producing mainly planar devices such as nanoconstrictions in a magnetic film or arrays of ferromagnetic nanometer size elements. 3 A general concern in the usage of FIB is the influence of focused-ion-beam induced change on device performance. 4 While irradiation effects may be reduced significantly by optimizing the process parameters, it is material and device geometry dependent. Thus, FIB patterning requires additional steps for any changes in either material combination or device geometry, making the subtractive approach in many cases too slow for quick material screening and the exploration of critical system parameters. Furthermore, while the impact of the irradiation on device performance may be minimized, its influence on the fundamental properties, in particular, when probed by transport measurements is poorly understood. It is well known that FIB milling leads to ion implantation, introduces magnetic pinning defects, and leads to nanometerscale displacements. 5, 6 Thus, these effects may mask intrinsic properties of the system to be studied. For example, spin transfer torque 7,8 driven magnetization reversal, 9 magnetization precession, 10 or domain wall motion 11 depends strongly on both the local magnetization and local conductivities.
Here we demonstrate an alternative approach to FIBbased fabrication of magnetic nanostructures suitable for utilizing and probing intrinsic properties of magnetic nanostructures in both the in-plane and out-of-plane configurations. Rather than defining the dimensions of the nanoscale feature by removing material, in our approach the dimensions of the nanomagnets are defined prior to their deposition. The latter is achieved by means of FIB fabricated nanostencils. With a sufficient undercut in the nanostencil template our approach is particularly well suited for the fabrication of layered structures such as spin valves in the current perpendicular to the plane ͑CPP͒ geometry. Note that in the case of the pillar junction fabrication the nanostencil mask approach has been successfully demonstrated via standard e-beam lithography. 12 Here we show that the FIB is equally well suited. Similar to Refs. 12 and 13, our approach allows the fabrication of large arrays of templates. One can now quickly modify and optimize both material combinations and growth conditions. This approach is not limited to ferromagnetic structures but may also be of interest to other nanometer size layered structures where special attention must be paid to the FIB-induced changes in material properties and material composition.
II. SAMPLES
From a process flow point of view, the approach described here differs from Refs. 12 and 13 such that the bottom electrode is fabricated prior to the fabrication of the nanostencil mask. This has two advantages. First, the turn around time after ferromagnetic thin film growth is reduced considerably. Second, the nanostencil mask approach can now also be used to fabricate spin transfer torque devices which operate in the current in plane ͑CIP͒ geometry. 11 For this geometry it is sufficient to replace the ͑single͒ bottom electrode of a pillar junction by two or more electrodes of desired separation, such that the latter can act as current and voltage probes. FIB etching is a direct patterning technique. Thus, in the absence of pattern transfer issues, feature sizes can be reduced in principle into the 10 nm range and below. Since many intriguing effects in spin transfer torque rely on very high current densities, 14 this may help to study the latter not only in the high current bias regime but also in the bal- listic regime. Here we illustrate our method by fabricating a traditional bilayer pillar junction, the model system for most spin transfer torque studies.
Our process starts with the fabrication of the nanostencil mask consisting of a thin film stack of three layers. From top to bottom these are the hard mask layer, a thin insulator, and an inert bottom layer, which acts as the bottom electrode. The choice of material combination has to be such that the insulator can be etched selectively without influencing either the mask material or the bottom electrode͑s͒. One choice of material combination for the fabrication of spin transfer torque devices is a Pt͉SiO 2 ͉Pt trilayer. Here Pt acts as both the mask material and the bottom electrode material. SiO 2 is the insulating layer, which is etched isotropically via a HF dip. The relevant process steps are summarized in Fig. 1 . First we fabricate the bottom electrode͑s͒ by means of optical lithography and subsequent Ar-ion milling. The process continues with the sputter deposition of the insulator and the hard mask layer. Next FIB ͑the FEI Strata 205 with a Ga + liquid metal ion source has been operated at 30 keV with a beam current of 1 pA͒ is used to open up an aperture in the top Pt layer ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. This process step defines the critical dimensions ͑10-100 nm͒ of the junction and gives access to the SiO 2 layer for the subsequent HF dip. In order to avoid damage to the bottom electrode, the FIB milling step is stopped close to the first Pt͉ SiO 2 interface. This is easily achieved, since Pt etches approximately four times faster than SiO 2 ; the latter acts effectively as an etch stop for the FIB ion milling step. Subsequently, isotropic wet etch of the SiO 2 with buffered HF is used to generate an undercut in the SiO 2 ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. This is the crucial step in the nanostencil mask fabrication, since it provides the necessary magnetic and electric separation to the ferromagnetic layer within the top electrode. Next the nanostencil is transferred into the high vacuum ͑HV͒ sputter system and the desired thin film stack is deposited ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒. The subsequent process step depends on whether the final device is a CIP or CPP structure. In the case of the latter, the undercut is filled up with a thick contact metal layer. In the case of the CIP structure, the undercut can be kept open after the growth of the thin film stack to have access for scanning probe measurements. As a last step, the sample then goes through a single conventional optical lithography step with a subsequent Ar-ion milling defining the top electrode ͓Fig. 1͑d͔͒. The Ar-ion milling step gives also access to the bottom electrode ͑in both configurations the insulator is thin enough such that the bottom electrodes can be accessed by punching through it via wire bond-ing͒.
A good indication of the presence of an undercut can be obtained from scanning electron microscopy ͑SEM͒ top views of the aperture as a function of etch time ͓Figs. 2͑a͒-2͑d͔͒. In Fig. 2͑a͒ a 140 ϫ 140 nm 2 opening is shown immediately after the FIB milling step. In Figs. 2͑b͒-2͑d͒ the etch times are 60, 180, and 240 s, respectively. In Fig. 2͑e͒ we show an array of FIB patterned undercut openings with a subsequent HF dip of 300 s, for which the lateral dimensions range from 30ϫ 50 nm 2 up to 100ϫ 350 nm 2 .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As an example we discuss transport data obtained with a 70ϫ 140 nm 2 pillar junction in more detail. Transport measurements with a CIP device will be discussed elsewhere. 15 The stack sequence for the pillar junction from bottom to top is ͉10 nm Pt͉ 170 nm Cu͉ 3 nm Co͉ 11 nm Cu͉ 13 nm Co͉ 17 nm Cu͉. Transport measurements were conducted at room temperature. The differential resistance dV / dI was measured by lock-in technique with a 100 A modulation current at f = 1132 Hz added to a dc bias current. Positive current is defined such that the electrons flow from the thin to the thick ferromagnetic layer.
In Fig. 3͑a͒ we show a characteristic low dc bias magnetoresistance measurement of our asymmetric pillar junction at room temperature and with an in-plane field applied along the easy axis. A stack resistance of ϳ1 ⍀ is typical for FIB fabricated pillar junctions. The device exhibits a clear transition between a low resistance state and a high resistance state corresponding to the parallel and antiparallel configurations of the ferromagnetic layers in the junction. The giant magnetoresistance ͑GMR͒ value is ⌬R / R Ϸ 0.4%. Next we discuss current sweeps at fixed magnetic fields. Characteristic current sweep traces for selected field values are shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ and demonstrate current induced magnetization reversal. Comparing Fig. 3͑a͒ with Fig. 3͑b͒ we see that the current induced change in junction resistance ͑⌬R / R Ϸ 0.4% ͒ is similar to the field induced change in junction resistance. The threshold currents for current induced magnetization reversal increase with increasing applied field. This is summarized in Fig. 3͑c͒ , where we have plotted the difference in differential resistance for current sweep up and current sweep down on a gray scale as a function of both the applied field and the current bias. Here the current is swept from −20 to + 20 mA and back to −20 mA, and the magnetic field is stepped from −600 to + 750 Oe, with ⌬H = 10 Oe.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, an alternative approach to FIB patterning assisted preparation of magnetic nanostructures is demonstrated. It allows the fabrication of nanostencil mask templates for fast exploration of spin transfer torque effects in magnetic thin films in both the CIP and CPP geometry in the sub-100-nm size range, without the limitations and concerns usually associated with FIB milling. The approach is demonstrated by fabricating CPP pillar junctions, which have sufficiently low contact resistance to study spin transfer torque induced magnetization dynamics. The devices show a GMR value of 0.4 % at room temperature and exhibit current induced magnetization reversal.
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